
        

     

 

 

 

 

 
Happy New Year and welcome back everyone! I hope you had a lovely Christmas holiday and that 

Santa was good to you all! Thank you for your kind Christmas wishes.  We have another busy term 

ahead of us and below are some of the exciting things that we will be doing over the next few 

weeks. 

 

Literacy 

We will be revising all of our initial sounds covered in the first two terms, before moving onto 

Block Two of the Literacy Rich programme which looks at more complex, digraph sounds (two 

initial sounds linked together to make a new sound). These include “sh”, “ch” and “ay” and will help 

us to read and write more difficult words.  Many of these sounds include an action and a Jolly 

Phonics song which we will be learning to help us remember them.  As we learn each of these new 

sounds, we will continue to build and read a wider range of words for example “shop”, “chip” and 

“play”. We will also be continuing to attempt our own simple sentences more independently and will 

be given lots of opportunities to experiment with independent writing in our “Free “Writing” 

jotters.  In addition, we will begin a new block of tricky words which will be practised daily in class 

as well as getting sent home on flashcards for homework.   

 

We will be continuing with the Oxford Reading Tree (ORT) reading scheme. Books will be issued 

twice a week and will be accompanied by the relevant stage’s key words.  These are common words 

associated with our reading scheme.  You can use similar strategies to the tricky words for helping 

to learn these words.  Children should colour the word once they can read it.  They should be able 

to read it both in and out of context e.g. in the environment and other books as well is in their 

school reading book. Discuss the book with your child and ask them for predictions on what is 

going to happen next or what the book is about just from the front cover.  The ORT scheme is 

very easy to memorise!  If you feel your child becomes confident with their book, increase the 

challenge by covering the pictures so they have to read the text, read the pages in random order 

and enjoy a wide range of books together. 

 

 

Numeracy and Mathematics 

This term we will continue to build good, strong number skills and develop sound strategies to help 

us solve future number problems. We will continue to work on recognising, ordering and sequencing 

numbers up to 30 (and beyond!) and adding two sets together to find a total. Some of us will be 

using “screened” (covered) sets to encourage us to start counting on instead of relying entirely on 

the counters and our fingers. We will also look at patterns like doubles and near doubles to help us 

with quick addition.  In addition, we will work on early division skills starting with being able to 

make and describe equal groups. 

 

We will also spend some time looking at information handling where we will learn how to read, make 

and interpret a simple chart and explore 2D and 3D shapes. 

 

 

Topic 

This term our topic will be Caring for Living Things. We will explore different categories of living 

things and look at ways they can be cared for. There will hopefully be lots of opportunities for us 

to get outdoors and explore the wildlife in our own environment as well! 
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Our Science topic this term will be an Introduction to Energy where we look at what energy is, 

different types of energy and how we can help to conserve energy. We will look at heat, light and 

sound energy and how we use them in our daily lives. We will also get lots of opportunities to 

explore other science topics during our STEM (science, technologies, engineering and maths) week. 

 

Spanish 

This term we will continue to learn a little conversational Spanish! We will be learning simple 

Spanish greetings – Hello, Good Morning, Goodbye etc. – and looking at counting within 10, colours 

and animal names. We will be using lots of lovely, colourful and educational new resources to help 

us learn and enjoy having Senorita Pamies, Spanish Language Assistant helping us. 

 

Health and Wellbeing  

P.E. will continue to be on a Tuesday morning with Mr Crandles and a Monday afternoon with me.  

Please ensure your child has their full gym kit in school and wears ‘easy change’ clothes on 

these days.  Please send labelled gym kits back in if you have not already done so. Inhalers 

should also be handed into the School Office if your child requires one. 

 

Primary 1 will be continuing to take part in our P1-3 committees, where we will be developing our 

co-operative learning skills and have the chance to work with children from different classes.  

 

Homework 

Homework remains important and tasks will continue to be given out on a weekly basis in your 

child’s School Diary.  Your child should now be responsible for giving you their School Diary and 

packing it back in their bag ready for school the next day.  Homework activities are consolidation 

tasks, so it is important to support your child by completing these at home. Where possible, please 

read every night.  When you feel your child is confident with their reading book, ask them to find 

specific sounds, words and punctuation within the text as well as asking questions about what they 

are reading.   

 

 
 

Thank you for your great support with your child’s learning and development.  Please get in touch 

with me should you have any questions or queries. 

Best wishes, Miss Watson 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming dates: 

 

Scots’ Poetry Competition – 27th January 

Learning Together Morning – 24th February 

STEM Week – 13th – 17th March 

Parents’ Meetings-21st and 23rd March 

 


